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The Bank of 
Venture Capital
by Nicki Hinton-Jones

With the economic backdrop of high inflation 
and rising cost of living in the UK, we could 
feel a bit nervous about what the future holds 
for young growing businesses. However, 
perhaps counter-intuitively, the knock-on 
effect of the increasing cost of borrowing 
– as central banks raise interest rates in an 
attempt to mediate inflation – can be positive 
for VC investors, as businesses seek equity 
investment rather than taking on debt.  

News around the number of startups born 
from the pandemic continues to come 
through, reflecting all that free time on 
furlough and enforced isolation that made 
us take stock. Although these startups are 
broadly yet to filter through to the venture 
capital space, being mostly still in their initial 
phase, they are expected in the coming 
months and years. These, and other young 
businesses, continue to need funding to grow 
and as the rise in the cost of borrowing holds 
firms back from debt, the venture capital 
arena is excited about the opportunities that 
will come its way as a result. 

There’s no shortage of EIS and VC investment 
opportunities at present, with the average EIS 
Fund targeting 8.9 investments, typically with 
a £20k minimum investment1. 

VCTs had a formidable year in 2020-21, raising 
£685m2, up 11% on the previous tax year. EIS 
investment into British businesses has now 
surpassed the £24bn mark since the launch of 
the initiative3. 

In 2021, the UK also reached another 
significant milestone in building “unicorn” tech 
firms, valued at over $1bn, with an increase 
from 44 firms in 2017 to 100 in 2021. This 
continues to affirm our global position when 
it comes to entrepreneurship – the UK being 
only the third country in the world to reach 
the 100 tech unicorns milestone4. 

That passion many of us feel about starting 
businesses is also seen amongst venture 
capital investors, with 84% wanting to use 
their money to help UK enterprise and 
support small businesses, which has become 
so important since the pandemic5. 

https://view.ceros.com/intelligent-partnership/eis-february-2022/
https://www.business-money.com/announcements/total-vct-sales-raise-685m-alex-davies-wealth-club-comments-on-this-incredible-total/?msclkid=a3636f23d10811ec8d90550baee60c38
https://www.business-money.com/announcements/total-vct-sales-raise-685m-alex-davies-wealth-club-comments-on-this-incredible-total/?msclkid=a3636f23d10811ec8d90550baee60c38
https://www.itpro.co.uk/business-strategy/startups/359929/uk-first-in-europe-to-reach-100-tech-unicorns?msclkid=f4fef71fd10811ec8de0c34f0cbbd7d5
https://www.itpro.co.uk/business-strategy/startups/359929/uk-first-in-europe-to-reach-100-tech-unicorns?msclkid=f4fef71fd10811ec8de0c34f0cbbd7d5
https://www.ftadviser.com/opinion/2022/03/24/vcts-provide-essential-capital-unforthcoming-from-other-sources/
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Talking about the pandemic, it seems like we 
can say, with cautious optimism, that things 
are returning to normal. Any concerns that 
some of the most affected industries may 
not bounce back have been allayed. The 
hospitality and leisure industry is reporting 
26% higher revenues than 20196. This sector, 
although not overly large in the UK, is well-
represented within venture capital investing, 
so this is good news for us. 

As always, there are musings that the 
Government is considering changes to 
the structures around tax advantaged 
investment regimes, but we have not seen 
any major shifts play out in recent budgets 
or announcements. This is positive and 
perhaps not surprising, as there appears 
to be continued reassurance that venture 
capital is vital to ensure investment in growing 
businesses. 

The Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) echoed 
this in recent publications, acknowledging the 
continuing necessity of strict EIS rules, but 
also that venture capital investment is key for 
Britain’s post-pandemic economic recovery. 
More widely, we know that the Government 
is looking at the workings of the Capital 
Gains Tax (CGT) regime, but the OTS hinted 
at exploring whether CGT relief should be 
available to investors that have not claimed 
income tax relief.  It currently is not, resulting 
in a situation that the OTS identified as an odd 
unintended consequence. The Government 
has accepted this and recommended HMRC 
review its guidance, so we expect a small 
change here, although it is unlikely to affect 
most investors.  

Aside from the business as usual VC investing, 
there are two unique areas coming to the 
fore: focus on investment in companies away 

from the capital city, and those that have a 
mission to tackle climate change. 

The Government’s “levelling up” plans are 
driving the focus on investing in growing firms 
away from London to ensure opportunities 
are not being missed due to location. This 
continues initiatives implemented by the 
British Business Bank through the Regional 
Angels Programme, and many EIS managers 
are now focusing on how their portfolios are 
diversified across the UK. SR’s open offering 
– the Access Fund – is of course one of the 
British Business Investments’ (BBI’s) chosen 
partners, since they opted to invest in the 
fund at the start of 2020 on an ongoing basis.

Ethical investing continues to be a key theme 
generally with venture capital providing 
funding to companies bringing in the new 
technologies required to help the world 
achieve ‘net zero’ and combat climate change. 
This is well suited to EIS investment being 
patient capital, with a focus on growing 
companies over the longer term to deliver 
returns to investors. Green technology is 
often physical rather than digital, which is 
costly, but also impacted by world events that 
affect commodity prices, in turn making it 
more suitable for a longer investment horizon. 
This is seen by many experienced investment 
professionals as the next explosion in startups 
and scaleups. There are now dedicated 
climate-change-focused EIS offerings available 
to investors, reflecting trends seen in more 
traditional financial services7. 

In the wider venture capital market, there 
remains a good selection of investment 
opportunities available with 56 EIS, 16 SEIS 
and 19 VCTs open for investment at the end 
of April.8 

https://www.barclayscorporate.com/content/dam/barclayscorporate-com/documents/insights/industry-expertise/Barclays-HL-Report-May-2021.pdf
https://www.barclayscorporate.com/content/dam/barclayscorporate-com/documents/insights/industry-expertise/Barclays-HL-Report-May-2021.pdf
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As we know, VC investment into companies 
isn’t just about the money but also about the 
support and expertise provided to help the 
company grow, ultimately succeed, and make 
good returns for investors. 

Not all venture capital investments are 
good news stories, but there are plenty of 
successful recent exits to report, involving 
now well-known brands such as Symphonic 
Software, Pasta Evangelists, Gousto, Bloom & 
Wild, deltaDNA, OXGENE, and Mission Labs.

Another more recent, but maybe not so well 
known success, was ContentCal: a marketing 
tool for companies to manage cross channel 
content. The firm was backed by two EIS fund 
managers, investing a total of £6.5 million 
between 2020-2021, before being acquired 
by Adobe for $110 million in an all-cash 
transaction securing returns of between 4.27x 
and 7.7x, depending on entry point9.  

In summary, the future of venture capital 
looks busy and exciting with plenty of further 
opportunities coming down the track. The 
focus on areas, both geographically and by 
objective, will further diversify the sector 
and no doubt produce more positive exit 
stories as well as changing our world for 
the better. We can only expect the need for 
venture capital to continue to grow with the 
cost of borrowing expected to rise and, with 
the Government on side, we hope to see 
nothing but a bright future for venture capital 
investing.

https://www.uktechnews.info/2021/05/04/contentcal-secures-4-5-million-series-a-investment-from-fuel-ventures-and-guinness-asset-management/?msclkid=68648a0fd10911ecb5be338d997e7b8d
https://www.uktechnews.info/2021/05/04/contentcal-secures-4-5-million-series-a-investment-from-fuel-ventures-and-guinness-asset-management/?msclkid=68648a0fd10911ecb5be338d997e7b8d
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Using  
this report

This report aims to give an overview of the 
Access fund, a closer look at some of our 
portfolio companies in a selection of case 
studies, and a list of our 30 best-performing 
companies to date. It is not the full Biannual 
Review that investors receive, because not all 
of the information that it contains is publicly 
available. We hope that it provides everyone 
with an interest in the fund, our model, 
and our portfolio companies, a meaningful 
introduction to how we work and some of the 
exciting growth we’re seeing.

Access EIS is “evergreen”, this means it has 
no closing date, and clients are investing into 
the fund on an ongoing basis. Each investor 
therefore has a different – personal – portfolio 
of holdings, depending on when and how 
many times they placed their capital into 
the fund, as well as the subsequent timing 
of the fund’s investment of that capital into 
underlying companies. 

Access investors receive a fully personalised
custody report once per calendar year.
This shows a breakdown of personal
investments, including changes in valuation
at the company level, the overall value of each
individual’s Access fund, and details of any
distributions made. Investors can also
use their SyndicateRoom dashboards to view
their fund’s valuation at any time, and
to keep up to date on the latest information
released about their portfolios.
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Fund
strategy

The Access Fund is Syndicate Room’s 
innovative approach to startup investing. We 
identify all the individuals who are very active 
early stage startup investors – aka “angels” – 
and assess their performance by looking at 
how their portfolio of historic investments 
has fared over time (using valuation and exit 
information sourced from reliable, publicly 
available data). We call the top performers 
“super angels” and we arrange with them 
to bring additional capital to their investee 
companies by co-investing alongside them 
when they source a new deal. In so doing, 
investors in our fund get access to some 
of the most exciting and exclusive startup 
investment opportunities – not otherwise 
available to the market – whilst company 
valuations are still low and have plenty of 
potential for upward movement.

The fund first began deployment in 2019. 
Investors receive a portfolio of at least 50 
EIS-qualifying investments. Data analysis 
has demonstrated time and again that 
diversification is key to success with a 
startup portfolio, and no other fund offers 
diversification at the same level the Access 
Fund does. 

In total, the Access Fund has now made 
investments in over 100 companies across 
a broad range of sectors (see appendix for 
full details). Almost a third of investments to 
date have some connection to technology 
(both hardware and software). Consumer 
and healthcare companies are also well-
represented. The latter are predominantly 
involved in biotechnology, which reflects the 
innovative nature of this area of work and 
the number of opportunities presenting 
themselves.

7Access EIS     Highlights | Spring 2022
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SECTOR 
ALLOCATION:
Access EIS Fund

>

2.80%SPORT & LEISURE11.20%INDUSTRY & INFRASTRUCTURE

14.90%HEALTHCARE

31.50%TECHNOLOGY

0.60%ENERGY GENERATION9.20%BUSINESS SERVICES

12.60%CONSUMER SERVICES

0.90%CONSUMER GOODS

6.30%FOOD & DRINK

9.50%FINANCIAL SERVICES
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Performance

Taken altogether, the investments made by 
the Access Fund are currently held at 20.4% 
above their starting value. Already, seven 
holdings have more than doubled in value, 
including Sook Retail which has reached 342% 
of its original valuation. A further 28 of the 
112 investee companies are showing positive 
returns.   

Two holdings have unfortunately now gone 
into liquidation.

The remaining 75 companies are currently 
held at original cost and revaluations will not 
be seen until further funding events take 
place.
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MOTH – which stands for Mix of Total 
Happiness – produces canned cocktails using 
high quality spirits and mixers. Its product line 
covers the popular favourites: negroni, old 
fashioned, margarita and espresso martini, 
and uses primarily British ingredients, aiming 
to provide a high-end cocktail bar experience 
at home. 

Cocktails are available to buy online and 
are also becoming widely available in major 
retailers.

Financials

In February this year MOTH launched its Pre-
Series A funding round to raise £1.5 million. 
at a valuation of £12 Million. This will be 
followed by a Series A fundraise later this year, 
anticipated in Q4. These funds will be invested 
in marketing, as well as team and geographical 
expansion.

Existing private equity investor, Rianta Capital, 
continues to support the company and has 
indicated it wishes to follow on in this round 
with another large investment.

MOTH 
Drinks +279%

CASE STUDY
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Business 

MOTH was among those fortunate startups 
able to accelerate its business model during 
the COVID pandemic, which saw considerable 
changes in the way people socialised and 
an increase in demand for the cocktail bar 
experience in a variety of alternative settings, 
such as at home and outdoor venues. 
The company successfully withstood the 
challenges that have faced many suppliers 
over recent times, including can and 
cardboard shortages, transport crises, Brexit, 
and shipping disruptions.

Counting Selfridges, Harrods, The Ritz and 
Hoxton Hotels among its early clients, MOTH 
went on to launch in Waitrose nationwide in 
February 2021 and is now the second largest 
ready-to-drink supplier to this supermarket. 
In May 2022, MOTH announced that it had 
launched nationwide into both Tesco and 
Sainsbury’s, going from 250 stores nationwide 
to over 1600.  

The company is now focused on further 
growth in Grocery and Direct to Consumer 
distribution channels, with international 
expansion in mind, following early leadership 
in the UK premium market.
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Mix of Total 

Happiness
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Porotech has developed a Gallium Nitride 
semiconductor device solution, PoroGaNTM, 
that provides an innovative platform for 
devices to be built upon. PoroGaNTM  is the 
only Micro-LED display technology globally 
that enables all three (red, green and blue) 
pixel colours to be realised on a single 
materials system.

MicroLED is expected to become the ultimate 
display technology for the next generation 
of consumer electronics devices including 
TVs, wearables and smartphones. Other 
applications include lasers, power electronics, 
quantum computing and communication.

The company was spun out of the University 
of Cambridge and is backed by a wide range 
of professional investors, and other academic 
institutions including the Royal Academy of 
Engineering. It was founded by Cambridge 
alumni Dr Tongtong Zhu, Professor Rachel 
Oliver and Dr Yingjun Liu in 2018.

Poro
Technologies +250%

CASE STUDY

Dr. Tongtong Zhu | CEO & Founder
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Financials

In February 2022 Porotech secured $20m 
in Series A funding to accelerate global 
expansion and mass production of micro-
LED products. The funding is designed to 
ensure the company keeps pace with growing 
demand from global customers and partners 
in the $140 billion display market. As well 
as professional investors, a multinational 
electronics “giant” is reported to have taken 
part in this round. 

Business 

In May 2022, Porotech announced a strategic 
partnership with AIM listed IQE Plc, a leading 
supplier of compound semiconductor wafer 
products and advanced material solutions 
to the global semiconductor industry. This 
partnership will commercialise and scale 
Porotech’s wafer technology. The company 
has an existing strategic partnership with Jade 
Bird Display (JBD) in China, a leader in micro-
LED display.  
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Formbox

Mayku sets out to make manufacturing 
local, simple and accessible to anyone by 
building machines, materials and software 
that creators can use to set up production 
lines anywhere. The company services the 
rapidly expanding “creator market”, which is 
now estimated to have reached over £70bn 
in value. Customers include chocolatiers, 
industrial designers, craft businesses, 
educators, medical lab technicians and 
dentists. 

The business supports entrepreneurs setting 
up global online shops, with little upfront 
capital requirement. The company launched 

in 2018 and has seen considerable growth 
due to the shift to working from home during 
the pandemic, when many reappraised their 
working lives, fuelling small business launches. 

Customers pick and customise a template, 
ready for 3D printing. Mayku machines can 
then be used to produce moulds from that 
template, which will be ready for ongoing 
manufacturing of products. By controlling 
their own production line business owners 
don’t need to take on the financial risk 
of committing to orders from third-party 
manufacturers.

Mayku +19.8%

CASE STUDY
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Multiplier
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Financials

In 2021 Mayku exceeded £2m in sales and 
pre-orders, a growth rate of 45% against the 
previous year. The user base now exceeds 
12,000. Machine gross margins are strong at 
54% via resellers (67% for direct sales).

A funding round to raise £2m is underway, 
with over £1m already committed. This money 
will be invested in expansion of the software 
platform, as well as providing a cash buffer 
while a key new product line is established.

Business 

The first iteration of Mayku’s product, the 
“Formbox”, was launched in 2018 and has 
now been complemented by the “Multiplier”, 
a machine which allows pressure-forming at 
the desktop. This allows bigger batches to be 
produced in a wider range of materials. It was 
launched in October 2021 and generated pre-
orders of over £1m in the first few months. 
There were some initial delays in release due 
to global chip shortages, but these are now 
resolved and pre-orders will be filled by the 
end of the summer. 

The business model is based on initial upfront 
purchase of machines, with ongoing revenue 
generated by purchase of materials and 
templates. Launch of a subscription model 
software service is planned for later this year.

The company has now grown to over 20 
employees.
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Placed Recruitment provides an online 
platform connecting job seekers with 
employers. Particularly aimed at the service 
industry, the app enables candidates to 
complete questionnaires and add videos 
to build their profile so they can then be 
matched to appropriate vacancies.  

The app then manages applications, keeping 
track of shortlisted jobs and submissions, 
further providing a messaging service to 
employers, and managing the interview 
process with alerts and scheduling. It also 
hosts industry news and career tips via a 
community portal.  

For employers, the Placed service provides 
access to talent, in a way that is in line with 
the target audience’s use of technology. The 
selection management and scheduling tools 
help to streamline the recruitment process. 
The app uses an industry specific matching 
algorithm supported by machine learning to 
identify users’ hiring patterns and suggest 
and automate part of an otherwise lengthy 
process.

The company was founded by Jennifer 
Johansson in 2015, following her experience 
in the hospitality industry, witnessing a gap 
in the market and a disconnection between 
industries suffering from high labour churn 
and the new generation of job seekers. 

Placed
Recruitment +90%

CASE STUDY
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Financials

Placed showed strong revenue growth over 
2021, with total sales increasing from £24,374 
in Q1 to £261,784 in Q4.

The company is in discussion with various 
blue chip venture capital funds, as well smaller 
investors, about a further funding round of 
between £3-7m later this year.

Business 

The company has contracts in place with 
several large companies in the hospitality 
industry, including Whitbread, Greene King, 
Deliveroo and Marstons. A significant contract 
with McDonald’s was negotiated earlier this 
year.  

Uptake from high street retail brands is 
also gaining traction with companies in the 
pipeline including WHSmith, Reiss, Signes 
Jewellers, Charles Tyrwhitt and Calzedona. 
A focus for 2022 is to further segment 
sales material and pitches towards specific 
industries, with a particular focus on retail as 
well as logistics (riders/drivers/warehouse) 
and other businesses on the high street.

Whitbread recently downgraded its terms, 
predominantly due to its usage of the 
platform which is structured in a different way 
to most other customers.  Instead of exiting 
the contract, it was downgraded to run a 
more focused trial, allowing Placed to react 
faster to feedback. Clear KPIs have been set 
up, which if achieved, will lead to upgrade 
of the package after three months. Placed 
sees this as an encouraging response from a 
key client, reflecting perception of value and 
willingness to invest resources to reach a 
positive outcome.
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Invested £ Current 
value £

Change

Access EIS

Sook Retail Ltd

Moth Drinks Ltd

Poro Technologies Ltd

Kluster Enterprises Ltd

Story Terrace Ltd

Habitat Learn Group Ltd

ApTap Ltd

Feel Holdings Ltd

6,947,078 8,249,598 20.4%

50,225 222,127 342.3%

41,760 158,088 278.6%

65,705 229,699 249.6%

63,715 147,152 131.0%

39,285 85,109 116.6%

 63,052 134,055 112.6%

47,703 95,821 100.9%

42,390 84,061 98.3%

Our 30 
best-performing 
companies 

APPENDIX

*Please note this list is just a selection of our full portfolio, and includes only our 30 best performers, 
by growth. They are all companies invested in under the Access EIS structure.

Nuggets Ltd

Placed Recruitment Ltd

Sorex Sensors ltd

Thermulon Ltd

43,760 84,541 93.2%

55,036 104,759 90.3%

67,341 122,211 81.5%

66,603 119,479 79.4%
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Invested £ Current 
value £

Change

Oxwash Ltd

BKwai Ltd

Spotta Ltd

Grubby Ltd

Zeigo Ltd

Ethical Introductions Ltd

Evince Technology Ltd

Interpac Ltd 

Inploi Ltd

Unified Financial Ltd

Novai Ltd

67,914 99,238 46.1%

72,356 105,272 45.5%

67,213 97,652 45.3%

 56,934 81,179 42.6%

58,660 82,157 40.1%

71,680 98,955 38.1%

72,397  96,530 33.3%

41,337 53,738 30.0%

50,500 63,563 25.9%

84,306 105,797 25.5%

49,383 60,430 22.4%

iPrescribe Exercise Digital Ltd

Torsion Information Security Ltd

8power ltd

67,596 109,279 61.7%

50,000 76,919 53.8%

42,028 67,368 60.3%

Mayku Ltd 41,718 49,985 19.8%

Advanced Agents Ltd 57,759 66,223 14.7%

Starstock Ltd

Solascure Ltd

62,264 107,970 73.4%

46,831 78,052 66.7%
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Get in touch
Francesca O’Brien 
Risk Partner 

investor.relations@syndicateroom.com 
01223 478558

www.syndicateroom.com

IMPORTANT NOTE:

Syndicate Room Ltd has not verified the information provided by portfolio 
companies contained in this document. The contents of this document are 
confidential and for your information only. It is important that you do not distribute 
or circulate this document to any other party.

RISK WARNING: 

Investing in early-stage businesses involves risks, including illiquidity, lack of 
dividends, loss of investment and dilution, and it should be done only as part of a 
diversified portfolio. SyndicateRoom is targeted exclusively at sophisticated investors 
who understand these risks and make their own investment decisions. Tax relief 
depends on an individual’s circumstances and may change in the future. In addition, 
the availability of tax relief depends on the company invested in maintaining 
its qualifying status. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
performance. You should not rely on any past performance as a guarantee of future 
investment performance. If unsure, seek advice. Full risk warning available at www.
syndicateroom.com/risk-warning Syndicate Room Ltd is authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority (No. 613021). 

Syndicate Room Ltd is registered in England and Wales (No. 07697935). Registered 
office: Wellington House, East Road, Cambridge, CB1 1BH.

http://www.syndicateroom.com

